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[00:39] Jonathan: Welcome to the Love & Respect Podcast. I’m Jonathan Eggerichs. The end of              

2015, some of you may be getting this in the beginning of 2016, but we’re recording it right                  

here a few days before the end of the year. I look forward to closing up the year with an                    

exciting episode, as always, on a topic that I hope is meaningful to the most of you. 

[01:03] A quick reminder, if you haven’t had a chance to check out Episode 76: Three Reasons                

Some Do Not Have a Filter on Their Words. You can check that out last week on the                  

LoveAndRespectPodcast.com, or you can go to iTunes, see that on other podcast feeds as              

well. 

[01:27] You can also find it on the blog on LoveAndRespect.com. And, of course, as I always try to                  

mention, our app is a great place to get that resource along with the blogs, video blogs that                  

my dad has done, and access anything else from our website and content that we put out. 

[01:43] Again, you can find that via our website and the show notes from each of the podcasts, and                  

you can get it for all mobile devices—or almost all, I believe. 

[01:54] But, without further due, why don’t we jump into today’s podcast, Episode 77: Nine              

Ways—not three ways, Dad—it’s Nine Ways to Fuel Disagreements into a Feud. So we’ve              

got nine things to go through here today. 

[02:10] If we time this by maybe how long you make each of your points, I mean, I guess we could                    

be here for 90 minutes, but let’s assume that you can keep them to 3 or 4 minutes and go                    

through 9 things, and we can have a Part I, instead of a Part I, Part II, Part III…. 

[02:23] Emerson: Are you trying to fuel this into a feud? 

Jonathan: I’m trying to end the year well. I am probably applying a few of these that you’re                  

going to talk about here in a second. Nine Ways to Fuel Disagreements into a Feud. Where                 

did this idea come from and how do you want to start us off? 

[02:40] Emerson: Because couples have disagreements. 

Jonathan: They do. 

Emerson: So we all know that it escalates, it would be another way of saying it, and I think                   

all of us who are listening are mature enough to know that there are conflicts and                

difficulties and it escalates. 

[02:55] It can be ignited and we’re going to look at kind of a tongue-in-cheek approach to it, kind of                   

like, “Hey, if you really want this thing to turn into a feud, let me give you nine ways to                    

really cause this thing to explode!” 
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[03:10] We all know that we’re not going to agree as man and woman. There are going to be                  

differences of opinion. We have differing convictions. Two people will be at odds with each               

other about what church they’re going to attend, about private school versus public school,              

whether to spend or save money, where to go on Christmas morning.  

[03:31] So you probably had that discussion the first year of your marriage and you go to his                 

parents, or you go to her parents and then we start doing this balancing act. A guy just told                   

me this week, “We don’t go anywhere now. We’ve got our own family. We’re doing our                

own thing. We’re done with that.” 

[03:49] How to discipline the kids. That always proves to be a wonderful discussion. How often to                

have sex during the week. One guy said, “Talk about just maybe a year.” And to the extent                  

that we should talk about our feelings concerning the relationship… I mean, the list goes               

on and on, and these become moments for heated fellowship, as we say, and over time we                 

end up in these disagreements hurting each other, frustrating each other, confusing each             

other, getting angry with each other. 

[04:22] So we kind of want to look today, and I want you to respond, Jonathan, as we go through                   

this as a clinical psychologist, based on Ephesians 5:33, “God commands the husband to              

love, commands the wife to respect.” But obviously the wife can end up feeling unloved,               

the husband can feel disrespected because during these disagreements there doesn’t seem            

to be any resolution, or maybe reconciliation heart-to-heart. 

[04:48] She feels that her differ in opinion, her differ in conviction doesn’t really matter to him as                 

much as his own ideas matter to him. Or he feels that her differ in outlook, her differ in                   

beliefs have little importance to her compared to how she feels about her views. 

[05:09] So we have this normal thing. And if you’re in that situation you’re not abnormal, you’re                

not an anomaly. There isn’t something wrong with you because somehow you’re not             

experiencing what you think everybody is experiencing, that post their picture on Facebook             

during their vacation in the mountains of Africa somewhere. 

[05:27] So does that set it up, Jonathan? 

[05:29] Jonathan: I think it does. I’m excited to hear about these nine things that I hope will be                  

meaningful to the listeners. Also, as always, I want to learn something here as we go                

through them. 

[05:40] Emerson: Well, when we begin to feel that our ideas do not matter, and that we do not                  

matter on the heels of some disagreement, we miss guard against the nine ways to fuel                

this disagreement into a feud. 

[05:53] Number one—not number one—but first in our list, build up angry feelings. Build up angry               

feelings. Jonathan, do you want to read that first paragraph there? 

[06:03] Jonathan: Sure. “During this disagreement, convince yourself that your spouse is doing            

more than differing with you, but that your spouse is calling into question your intelligence               
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and right to have an opinion. Draw the conclusion that your spouse is choosing to be                

unloving or disrespectful. Let yourself feel unloved and disrespected. Let yourself get            

angry. Feed the reasons that you ought to be angry. Nurse the anger. Keep feeding it day                 

after day. Build up those angry feelings. Let that anger fester and then explode in anger.                

This kind of anger fuels the disagreement and do a feud between you. It also turns you into                  

an unloving and disrespectful person.” 

[06:39] Emerson: And then that verse there, I think, captures it. 

Jonathan: Proverbs 30:33, “Churning of anger produces strife.”  

Emerson: “Churning…” Churning, kind of like producing butter, the milk and you churn it              

and you just… Churning, churning and it begins to produce strife. It produces these              

disagreements that are going to be fueled into a feud. 

[07:07] It doesn’t mean that we’re not to get angry. We all know “Be angry, and yet do not sin”                   

(Ephesians 4:26), but this is that prolonged thing and we’re nursing it. We’re nursing it on                

the heels of this disagreement. “You know what? It’s not really about the disagreement.              

This person really doesn’t love me. This person really doesn’t respect me.” Do you have any                

comments on that first one? 

[07:26] Jonathan: I think that, yeah, the slowness of anger, but also adding to the anger, you know,                 

sight of things, I mean, the quick to anger as well. I think that there is this slow burning,                   

you’re capturing what’s going on over and over again. It’s about them over and over again.                

They’re hurting you, they’re harming you and that certainly is detrimental to a relationship              

if not addressed. It’ll eat it alive, including you. 

[07:58] I think the other side of this is that you got a short fuse and you’re going off all the time in                      

angry ways. 

[08:07] Emerson: What would a person do who gets angry like this? Obviously none of us are going                 

to be indifferent to the feeling that “my opinion doesn’t matter” or that maybe “I don’t                

matter”. We’re all going to have those moments. 

[08:17] Jonathan, what would you say to a person at about not building up those feelings of anger?                 

What do they do at that moment? 

[08:22] Jonathan: Well, I think that, with their spouse’s willingness hopefully they can begin to              

have conversations about it alone and talk about what that looks like. “This is what comes                

up with me when you do this. I don’t like that it comes up in me, but it does. I don’t want                      

to impugn your motives. I don’t want to always have this feeling that you’re out to get me.                  

Can we talk about it?” 

[08:47] But if anger is the issue, therefore by definition when we do talk about these things it’s                 

already too hot I think a third party needs to be involved where you can get emotional,                 

experience the intensity of things, but have somebody to kind of coaching you through. 
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[09:05] Because you do need to learn how to talk about these things when the emotion is high. It                  

can't be always, “Time out, let’s calm down and then we deal with it,” because you’re not                 

learning how to deal with it when you are escalating a little bit as well before we’ve                 

reached that kind of tipping point.  

[09:20] And if you can't do that on your own, and you’re wise enough to discern that, or one of                    

you is, and can intelligently and softly approach the other about it, I mean, my suggestion is                 

when it’s that volatile probably some help is needed. 

[09:33] Emerson: That’s good. I remember years ago—I don’t know when I first realized this—it’s              

okay to talk about your anger without expressing it, in other words, exploding. I think some                

people have the idea, “If I’m angry, then I just need to show it and display it or whatever,”                   

but there is a control that we can all exercise to say, “I’m very angry right now, but we                   

don’t have to scream and yell and kick the wall and the dog and everything else.” 

[09:59] The second one: misinterpret the evidence. As I read down through this, Jonathan, I’ll read               

the negative, but I want you to be thinking about what’s the proactive side of this. 

[10:12] So, misinterpret the evidence. For example, “during the disagreement about where to go             

on Christmas morning,” back to that, “interpret your spouse as not liking your parents              

because they recommend going to their parents on that morning. Then interpret your             

husband as abusive because he shuts down on this conversation after five minutes and              

doesn’t want to talk about it anymore at this time.” 

[10:33] “He says he just doesn’t want this thing to escalate. But don’t believe him on that. Later,                 

interpret your wife as sexless because that evening she declined to be sexually intimate              

while complaining about not resolving the conflict about Christmas morning and           

understanding her feelings, and so she doesn’t want to have anything to do with sexual               

intimacy.” 

[10:53] “So, as a wife, misinterpret the facts about why your husband withdraws and disconnects              

during the conflict. Instead, in this case, like interpreting him to be feeling disrespected and               

trying to do the honorable thing may be de-escalating this conflict, instead claim that he’s               

behaving this way because he’s the most unloving man on the planet.” 

[11:13] “And as a husband, misinterpret the fact about why your wife complains and criticizes              

during the conflict, instead of interpreting her to be feeling unloved and trying to do the                

loving thing to resolve this and reconcile that evening with you. Instead claim she’s              

behaving this way because she is the most disrespectful woman on the planet.” 

[11:31] “As best you can, twist the facts in these conflicts, interpret your blue husband through               

your pink lens and interpret your pink wife through your blue lens. Condemn them. This is                

the sure way to fuel the disagreement into a feud.” 

[11:45] Jonathan: So what’s the question for me?  
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Emerson: If they’re doing that, how do they correct that? 

[11:53] Jonathan: Well, I think that many of these that we go through, I think as you often say, it’s                   

about, “Do we have any mutual understanding about what’s going on in the moment? Can               

we get past potentially some of the unloving and disrespectful behaviors and attitudes             

because they are escalating or they are shutting down in the moment. And as you say,                

decode, “What is happening here?” whether we’re talking about Christmas morning,           

whether we’re talking about having or not having sex, can we move in and through our                

hurt feelings or offended feelings and try to, again, capture what’s going on? 

[12:36] And if you begin to have these conversations, I think often it can lead to success. We’re                 

mad at communication. We often say we’re talking about the way that we communicate in               

the moment. And if you can't do that, because it just gets so, again, torn up, it becomes                  

discombobulated and we’re doing the very thing that we did when we were actually talking               

about a topic, and now we’re not talking about a topic, we’re talking about the way that                 

we’re communicating , and the same thing is happening, and it’s happening over and over               

again. 

[13:03] Again, can we do this on our own or do we need some help? I think these are all choice                    

points, but, I think, begin doing this together, whether reading the Love & Respect book,               

whether reading another marriage book, and kind of unpacking this, “Why is some of this               

happening in a deeper way.” 

[13:18] Emerson: That’s excellent. And I think, thinking on this one too, we’ve got to come to a                 

point where we allow our spouse to be a little bit insecure and defensive. Rather than                

taking up a fence over their reactions, see them as having needs and that they’re reacting                

from their perspective based on the feeling that they’re being misunderstood. 

[13:36] But Proverbs 18:2, “A fool does not delight in understanding, but only in revealing his own                

mind.” I think that applies here that we’ve got to delight in mutual understanding, as you                

were saying, but a fool doesn’t do that. It’s kind of like “my way or the highway.” 

[13:56] The third one. Do you want to read that one? 

[13:59] Jonathan: Sure. “Judge their motives. Go beyond their behavior that you deem hurtful and              

impugn their motive. Call into question the reason they do what they do. In fact, tell them                 

you know exactly why they do what they do. As a wife, judge your husband as wanting to                  

be an uncaring, unloving human being when he appears insensitive, attack his heart             

instead of focusing on his conduct.” 

[14:18] “As a husband, judge your wife as wanting to be a nagging, disrespectful person when she                

appears critical. Attack her heart rather than address her actions. As best you can,              

assassinate your spouse’s character and condemn their inner spirit. This pretty much            

guarantees throwing gas on the fire. A feud is surely to by fueled.” 

[14:34] Emerson: Now, in 1 Corinthians 4:5 says, “Do not go on passing judgment, but wait until                

the Lord will both bring to light the things hidden and disclose the motives of men’s                
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hearts.” Years ago, meditating on that “disclose the motives of men’s hearts,” you know,              

we really can't know the motive of another person. 

[14:57] If they tell you, “My motive was to kill the person. My motive was to steal. My motive was                   

to hate,” then the’ve made their confession. But in most cases, couples who are getting on                

this Crazy Cycle—without love she reacts without respect, without respect he reacts            

without love—she’s not trying to be disrespectful, that’s not her motive. He’s not trying to               

be unloving, when he’d literally die for you, as I say, if you don’t kill him first. 

[15:19] So, it’s not the better part of wisdom to begin to say, “I’m going to tell you why you are the                     

way you are and why you did what you did.” In your experience as a clinician, Jonathan,                 

how do you challenge people not to go deep into the motive issue, but to stay on the                  

behavior. Why is that important, in your estimation, and how would you coach someone              

who tended to go toward the jugular? 

[15:46] Jonathan: Well, I think in counseling probably we all heard this kind of the “I” versus the                 

“you” statements. It’s almost impossible to talk in couples therapy completely without            

saying “you” or “they”, but this comes up often. When we’re talking about our feelings,               

what we did, and then we quickly begin to say what we think they were feeling or what we                   

think the reason is they did what they did. 

[16:13] And if we drift too far on that, which often happens, we are now claiming that we know                  

both sides of the story, we have captured both sides of intent, and we’re right. So we’ve                 

become judge and jury of both parties and we’re often freeing ourselves and condemning              

the other.  

[16:36] So it’s difficult, but it’s also difficult to talk about motives and intent of somebody else, so I                  

think we need to ask more questions than make more statements. And this gets back to                

kind of what you’re often saying, I mean, “Did you mean what I thought you meant by what                  

I heard?” 

[16:58] So, clarifying, hitting the Pause button softly and trying, again, unpack what’s going on,              

because if we assume—I think this is going to be part of the next one as well—we are often                   

misguided. But I think in the context of judging their motives, we can't have real               

conversations around, “Okay, if that was your motive or your intent, and this is the method                

by which you delivered it, it’s difficult for me to not interpret it any other way because you                  

had this look on your face or you used these words, or you called me a name, even though                   

you didn’t mean it.” 

[17:38] So I think real conversations around maybe the intent was good but the method of               

delivery, again, was wrong. 

[17:44] Emerson: That’s excellent. I think sometimes we attack the motive to somehow awaken             

the person to our hurt, frustration, anger that we’re feeling, but when you go toward the                

motive, you attack the motive, it’s probably not going to prove effective. Though as you               

just said, “Hey, when this thing happened here, it makes me feel like you really don’t have                 
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love for me in your heart, that you really kind of hate me. I know that’s not true, but                   

that’show I feel. Can we talk about it because this action here points toward that?” 

[18:13] “But I’ve chosen to give you the benefit of the doubt, I know you’re a good-willed person,                 

but, boy, when you’re upset and I’m upset we both end up, I think, crossing over the line                  

and we seem to be mean-spirited here.” I think that kind of discussion is appropriate, but I                 

think those of us who thinks, “Somehow I’m going to motivate my spouse to change by                

attacking their motive,” almost never works. You can't go that way. Instead, address the              

issue. Don’t attack the heart. 

[18:54] That fourth one. “Assume you’re right, and even assert that you’re right. Claim to your               

spouse to start at the Crazy Cycle by being unloving and disrespectful. Crazy Cycle, without               

love she reacts without respect, without respect he reacts without love.” So claim that they               

started that. 

[19:12] They’re the wronging party. They are the culprit. Instead of seeing the part that you played                

in started the Crazy Cycle, take up offense as a righteous person, who’s right, in another                

words, and declare that they are the unrighteous one, that obviously they’re wrong,             

they’re not right. 

[19:33] Claim that because you feel offended, this proves they’re offensive and that they are              

wrong. Maintain that you’re justified for how you feel and that they are not justified for                

how they feel. Asserting that you were right and asserting that they are wrong helps to fuel                 

the disagreement into a feud. 

[19:55] That’s why Proverbs 28:25 says an arrogant man will clearly be just a little bit arrogant, “An                 

arrogant man stirs up strife.” Jonathan, how does that strike you as we read that fourth                

way, assuming you’re right? 

[20:13] Jonathan: It just brings to mind somebody who’s got their ears plugged, their eyes closed               

but their mouth is open. 

Emerson: I haven’t heard you say that before! Their eyes are closed, their ears are plugged,                

but their mouth is open. Did you just made that up? 

[20:27] Jonathan: Maybe, I don’t know. Maybe I’ve said it before, but don’t overplay it somehow               

I’m brilliant. Probably it’s not. But that’s kind of the picture that comes to mind. Maybe                

they’re saying something offensive, maybe they’re just going “blah blah blah” just kind of              

drowning everything out as well. 

[20:52] They come into conversations or interactions with their spouse with preconceived notions            

of who’s right and who’s wrong, or, “I’m always going to be right and they’re always                

wrong,” and they’re controlling. They do that both verbally and non-verbally and they’re             

here to win. 
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[21:11] Emerson: When you see a person who’s always saying, “I’m right and they’re wrong,”              

what’s that cause you to feel about that individual? What’s your assessment of them when               

they are always that way? 

[21:24] Jonathan: Well, I assume when I experience somebody like that in a session, let’s say with                

a husband or wife, that what’s coming up in me, negative feelings, is what’s coming up in                 

their spouse during these interactions. 

[21:38] So I think empathy comes— 

Emerson: Toward the other person? 

Jonathan: Towards the other person comes to me. And this is difficult to sit with. “Do you                 

hear yourself?” 

[21:46] I think some people are sort of like that, but they hear themselves as well, and I think that                   

that’s a good sign. They hear themselves saying this and they catch themselves and they               

go, “I don’t want to make it sound like I’m always right, because I’ve just listened to myself                  

in the past five minutes and I think I may be making the case that I am always right and                    

they’re the problem.” 

[22:10] How do you parse out, “This is somebody who really ramrods every situation, is always in                

control, is domineering, maybe is even abusive at times,” or, “This is someone who’s              

strongly opinionated”? And they believe they’re right in certain situations and they believe             

maybe they have better solutions on certain things, but it just comes out in the wrong way. 

[22:39] I think there’s a fine line here between this, so you’re kind of gaging where is somebody’s                 

heart, “Is there any softness here?” But if it’s this extreme example that you described               

here, I mean, I assume that what I experience in a session with somebody who’s like this,                 

“This is what their spouse feels.” And I think that over time of the relationship I think that                  

that just comes out naturally. “Can I tell you how I feel when you say these things?” 

[23:08] The goal is hopefully that they can hear it and there’s enough of a relationship there. If it’s                  

too soon, he may sabotage and they may never come back, and I think that often happens                 

with couples at home. I mean, the last person they can hear that from is maybe their                 

spouse, and yet we’re encouraging the spouse to approach them softly, lovingly and             

respectfully and try to engage some of this, but I think that in some of these situations                 

maybe the prayer is, “Who is a good friend or who is a mentor that they trust? Who is                   

somebody that can call them on this on their life because they’re blind,” right? 

[23:38] Emerson: And I sometimes distinguish personal preference issues from moral issues. I            

mean, if the person has committed adultery and killed somebody, I mean, you’re right,              

what they did was wrong. We’re not asking you not to be right on the heels of something                  

that’s horribly immoral and illegal, etc.  

[23:55] But most of the conflicts I think you and I have as framed reference today is the preference                  

issues. So I could be right on my child being put in a private school, but if my spouse wants                    
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public, that doesn’t make my spouse wrong simply because I feel that I’m right. There’s no                

intrinsic evil there. 

[24:12] So part of the problem I think people have is when they know they’re right about                

something, they feel strongly about their conviction, about their opinion. They don’t allow             

the other person to be right in their position. Somehow they have this feeling that if I’m                 

right, that other person has to be wrong, rather than saying, “Hey, look, let’s agree to                

disagree here. I can see the merits of your position, but I feel strongly about it on this way,”                   

and there’s this willingness to kind of meet them halfway, rather than this dogmatism, “I’m               

right, you’re wrong,” and then somehow thing that’s going to prove persuasive—and it             

really doesn’t. 

[24:44] Number five. Do you want to read that one? 

[24:46] Jonathan: “Broadcast the problem. Tell your family and friends how unloving or            

disrespectful your spouse is. Tell your side of the story alone. And if you do represent their                 

side of the story, make sure it looks bad! Bolster the good you did and do not relay the bad                    

you did, except if that makes you look humble and honest as you confess a few little things                  

you did that was wrong in reaction to what your spouse caused in the first place.” 

[25:06] “Remember, most people listen to one side and will agree, so have at it. Try to discredit                 

your partner so people empathize with you. Then when your spouse finds out the extent to                

which you’ve badmouthed them and misrepresented them, that will ignite the stick of             

dynamite between the two of you.” 

[25:21] Emerson: Proverbs 26:20-21, “Where there is no whisper, contention quiets down. Like            

wood to fire, so is a contentious man to kindle strife.” In other words, that contentious                

person becomes the whisperer, telling these things. It just ignites the strife in difficulty. 

[25:45] And I think, again, this is where we have to grow up. I mean, does it really do us any good                     

to get a group of people to agree with us about how bad our spouse is? That’s not going to                    

resolve anything. And it doesn’t mean that you don’t turn to people who can be part of the                  

solution. We have that principle, “Don’t be sharing your problems with people who aren’t              

also going to be part of the solution.” That’s why I’m disturbed at times by people going on                  

Facebook naming names, talking about all the stuff to people who have no right to know.                

It’s just simply not their right to be privy to this information. 

[26:17] But, again, I don’t know what the problem is that you may be experiencing, but guard                

against badmouthing, particularly because if that comes back. How many times we hear             

the husband who is discovering the fact that his wife got together with her mother and her                 

sisters and they just had at it all about how horrible he is? 

[26:40] That is not going to bring healing to the relationship. We got to guard against that. So, too,                  

the man who badmouths his wife to his buddies and makes these derogatory statements              

and then she hears it. 
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[26:55] So I think we all are wise enough. But when we’re burdened, when we’re upset, when                

we’re hurting, we have a tendency to seek emotional support, we have a tendency to want                

to have other people empathize with us to carry that burden. There’s a wholesomeness to               

that, but we’ve got to be guarded because if we start misrepresenting that person and are                

not humble and are not fair or wanting to include them eventually in this discussion, then                

it’s going to fuel this thing into a feud. 

[27:23] Jonathan: We’re kind of running short on time here, but I guess on that point as well I                  

guess I would ask you. This one to me I think is maybe no less important for those that                   

aren’t doing this, but are privy to this type of information. Do they sit there passively? Do                 

they eventually confront? Do they approach this person in love and say, “You’re always              

talking about your wife in such a terrible way”? Or they’re just the buddy who laughs and                 

just kind of says, “Yeah, my wife’s like that”? 

[27:53] Or the example that you gave of wives and girlfriends talking about their husbands? What               

are we doing to intervene on behalf of not only the person that maybe is talking, but the                  

person that’s not there and being talked about? 

[28:05] Well, I think that’s an excellent point. Sometimes we just need to shut down that               

conversation, say, “That’s not of my business. I care about your wife. I care about your                

husband. It’s really not for me to enter into this, but I would be more than willing for my                   

husband and I to meet with the two of you. We also have a pastor who would be willing to                    

meet with you. I know this Christian counselor.” 

[28:25] So I think we need to be proactive, but it puts us in a very peculiar position. It’s tough to be                     

on the listening into this because we don’t want to lack compassion and understanding,              

but we need to see this not necessarily as supporting what they’re saying, but saying, “I                

want to be part of the solution here. Hey, can we get together as a couple and talk about                   

it?” 

[28:45] You’ve got to be willing to turn the corner. If you’re willing to listen to this and engage                  

what they’re saying, you have a responsibility then of taking the next step and make sure                

that that other person is rightly represented, however that’s going to happen. 

[28:58] Number six. “Censor information. If you’ve been unloving, disrespectful, make sure that            

information is suppressed. Deplete anything that incriminates, like your mismanagement of           

money, for instance. Deny any accusations about inappropriately spending money. Instead,           

during those moments when incriminating information arises against you, change the           

subject away from you and unto your spouse.” 

[29:22] “Quickly get the attention unto your spouse’s wrongdoing about them going over budget             

sometime in the last century. Put them on the defensive. Point out how unloving and               

disrespectful they have been. And that they have no right to throw stones. Censoring              

information turns a disagreement into a feud, especially when that information comes out             

later on, which it most often does.” 
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[29:45] They, “Whoa! You mean you were keeping this information back to me about             

overspending? You told me this but this is really what’s happening?” I mean, obviously              

there’s going to be World War III. Put your spouse in utter disbelief about your lack of                 

integrity as a human being. 

[30:03] So Proverbs 12:17, “He who speaks truth, tells what is right, but a false witness deceit.” But                 

this idea “who speaks truth tells what is right…” We got to be honest, honest and truthful                 

rather than, hey, even if it puts us in a bad light, you’re farther down and better off, farther                   

down the road to healing when you’re honest about what’s happened. 

[30:27] Confession is never, never easy, but getting caught on a lie or withholding information, I               

mean, we all know even in the press today is kind of a standard operating procedure that if                  

you’ve done wrong, come out and say you’re sorry, admit what you did is wrong and seek                 

forgiveness, because if you try to cover it up and then later comes out, you’re dead in the                  

water. 

[30:46] Because many in this culture say, “Our culture will forgive you, but they won’t forgive you                

for lying.” What about number seven? 

[30:54] Jonathan: “Avoid creative alternatives. If another way exists that could bring the two of              

you together, avoid it if it demands a shift in attitude from you. If it entails that as a wife                    

you display more respect, instead of always claiming your husband is unloving, make sure              

you reject that new course of action even though it might work.” 

[31:09] “If it demands that as a husband you show more love, instead of always accusing your wife                 

of being disrespectful, get real stubborn and refuse to budge even though this alternative              

way of relating will melt her heart. Do not create new ways of relating. Stay locked into                 

crazy-making. Keep on reacting on ways that feel unloving and disrespectful to your spouse              

and keep accusing them of being unloving and disrespectful. Keep the Crazy Cycle spinning.              

This will turn you into the Hatfields and the McCoys.” 

[31:34] Emerson: Ephesians 4:2-3, “With all humility and gentleness, with patience, showing           

tolerance for one another in love.” This idea of, “Hey, come on, you’re going to be                

different. There’s going to be these differences. There’s going to be these edgy moments,              

but we got to accept this and tolerate this a little bit.” 

[31:55] In a holy sense, they’re different, you’re different, and then it goes on to say in that verse,                  

“Being diligent to preserve the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.” Preserving unity.                

This idea of being one… 

[32:10] And part of this is coming up with this win-win situations. Not being stubborn holding up to                 

our position, and rejecting some kind of a healthy compromise here. I mean, do we really                

get our way when we get our way? 
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[32:24] That’s an interesting question that just came into my mind. I think the answer’s obvious. I                

mean, yeah, short term, but not long term. What about the next one, Jonathan, number               

eight? 

[32:36] Jonathan: “Never admit you’re wrong. If an accurate report is made that demonstrate you              

were unloving or disrespectful, deny this. Give no ground. Make no confessions. If your              

spouse does not have certain information about what you did wrong with regard to              

overspending, do not confess the mismanagement of funds. Withhold information that           

points you’re guilt and hurtful contribution to the disagreement.” 

[32:57] “Never assume nor admit that you were the wrong as the one who started the Crazy Cycle                 

with you unloving or disrespectful actions. Make no concessions or confessions to the             

possibility that you were wrong. As best you can, always blame and justify. This fuels the                

disagreement into a feud.” 

[33:11] Emerson: This is kind of the other side of us always being right. But the other side of                  

asserting I’m right there’s also that moment where we get put up against the ropes. So the                 

idea is, “Hey, never admit wrong.” You see this in politics, “Never.”  

[33:25] I mean, we’re now at a point in our politics where you never admit wrong, you always                 

continue to go forward aggressively on being right, even on the heels of defeat. But you                

see this idea in Proverbs 30:20, “This is the way of an adulterous woman: she eats and                 

wipes her mouth and says, ‘I have done no wrong.’” And we see the same thing with a man                   

who commits adultery, but this is kind of a metaphor. 

[33:49] That all has come to a point where we have to say to ourselves, “Am I going to admit that I                     

was wrong or am I not going to admit that I’m wrong?” Certainly, if I am wrong, but I’m                   

unwilling to confess I’m wrong, this will fuel that disagreement into a major feud. What               

about that last one? 

[34:07] Jonathan: Final one, number nine. “Resist Godly-wise counsel. If Godly-wise people exist            

who might not favor your position or demeanor, do not seek their counsel. Refuse the               

suggestion about meeting with them. Close the door on getting their input. They might              

highlight or show you you could be more loving and respectful and this must not be                

permitted. In rejecting the idea of engaging a third party this will effectively deflate your               

spouse. Their sense of hopelessness will certainly keep the marriage in a sad state.” 

[34:35] Emerson: A verse that really applies there—and as a clinical psychologist you can see              

people who avoid your input—Proverbs 18:1, “He who separates himself seeks his own             

desire. He quarrels against all sound wisdom.” That idea “he who separates himself seeks              

his own desire,” in other others, “I’m not going to get together with somebody. I’m staying                

independent of people. I’m going to pursue my own desires. I’m not going to get this                

‘sound wisdom’. I’m going to argue against it, I’m going to quarrel against it,” which is one                 

of the points you’ve made that people are afraid. They don’t want to deal with issues, so                 

they resist this Godly-wise counsel. 
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[35:14] They’re really afraid of what they hear, rather than welcoming the truth that’s going to               

help them. Do you have some thoughts there in terms of your experience how people will                

resist this kind of good counsel? 

[35:24] Jonathan: I think it goes to this level, where there is a stuckness or there is a, “I’m not                   

going to seek this type of counsel.” That certainly needs to be addressed. It doesn’t sound                

like a healthy way of dealing with the problem. And then I think there’s the other side of it.                   

The fear of the unknown, “I’m going to go sit and tell my story to somebody that I don’t                   

know to talk about somebody like myself.” I get that all the time, whether it’s a husband or                  

a wife, I mean, “Whoa! This is a scary process. We’re going to be paying money and going                  

and sitting in somebody’s office. What are they going to say to us?” 

[35:59] But I think below that there are people in your lives that you’re resisting, whether it’s a                 

pastor, whether it’s a mentor, or a couple, whether it’s a good friend that are couples.                

We’re just flat out rejecting everything and we’re digging in our heels and letting all nine of                 

these, or many of these, kind of rule the way that we interact with our spouse. 

[36:24] Emerson: Yeah, and we must make the assumption that it’s going to be a bad thing. I think                  

all of us have experienced those moments where we’ve been a bit transparent and that               

other person empathized with us, understood us, identified, even expressed their own            

shortcomings. Suddenly we walk out of that meeting like a whole weight has been lifted               

from us that is like a healing can take place there. 

[36:46] Well, as we draw this to a conclusion, if you want to fuel your disagreements into feuds,                 

build up angry feelings, misinterpret the evidence, judge their motives, assume you’re            

right, broadcast the problem, censor information, avoid creative alternatives, never admit           

you’re wrong, resist Godly-wise counsel. I think that’ll probably take care of ensuring that              

you’re going to have ongoing marital problems! 

[37:21] Jonathan: We’re so glad that you could join us this week. Hopefully even as we talk about                 

difficult things, there’s a sense that we always care about you as listeners or as using                

humor appropriately, but we do think these things that my dad writes about, speaks about,               

thinks about, prays about, are helpful, useful and I certainly think are wise things that we                

can take and apply in our lives, and I know that I apply in my own practice with couples                   

that are hurting. 

[37:52] So I appreciate you joining us this week. We look forward to hearing your response to this                 

episode, other episodes, and always appreciative of you sharing the message with others.             

Thanks, take care, have a great week! 
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